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1 - Character Description: Nero

Character: Nero, God of Demons
Age: Unknown, but he takes on a young adult body

Description:

Nero is a Blood Demon with long jet-black hair. He has two large red bat/dragon wings perched on his
back. He has yellow irises with a black slit as the pupils. He is as evil as evil can be and loves to watch
torture and pain inflicted on anyone, and when he has no prisoners, his own men find themselves in that
position. He has a demonic wife, also evil, but not as cruel, and a young teenage half-god, half-demon
daughter. He may love these demons, but he is coldhearted and merciless in war and his daily life.
Nero is usually in the mood to conquer a region of a planet. Currently, his target is the planet on which
the Kingdom of Talahasee sits. Once he conquers the planet, he will move on to the solar system.
Nero is well built and strong. His muscles do not make him look fat. In fact, he is normal sized, skinny.
His normal clothing is tight black pants with a shirt that shows his chest with a net shirt underneath.
Like all demons, Nero has pointed ears. His ears stick out of his long hair when his hair is down. Usually,
his hair is in a braid and tucked behind his ears. At the end of the braid, a spiked circlet hangs from a
short chain. He usually uses this in battle when he is without his sword.
Around his neck, you can usually see a pendent with a blood red ruby set in gold. This was a wedding
present from his wife and it is enchanted. The gleam in the ruby matches the gleam in his eyes.
His archenemy is Ange, Goddess of Angels. He and she are exact opposites, yet born from the same
Father God and the same Mother Goddess. He hates his sister with all his cold heart, while Ange tries to
love him.
Nero is very much like Satan/Lucifer in the real world, minus the red skin and tail and horns. If asked,
most people would think of him as just a Blood Demon, though Nero prides himself with their creation.
Blood Demons are very dangerous, which is why Nero chooses this form.
An earring can usually identify Nero in other forms. On from his left ear, a ruby set in a thin ring of gold
sits in his earlobe with a chain hanging down from it. At the end of the chain, a lapis lazuli is set in a
thing gold plate, keeping the midnight blue gem in place.
A sword hangs from his belt on occasion, when he just wants to kill someone. Usually, he just has a
small version of his sword hanging from his neck on a chocker necklace.
He prides himself with everything about his Demon plane. He has made it perfect for two things: torture
and training. Training only comes when you past the torture, though. Only a small quantity ever makes it
past both.



2 - Character Description: Ange

Character: Ange, Goddess of Angels
Age: Unknown, though she takes the form of a young adult

Description:

Ange is a kind and gentle Goddess (it pains me to even put her in the book). In her usual form, Ange has
long blonde hair. Her feather wings are white with a touch of gold, here and there. Her eyes are deep
silver irises with round black pupils. She has elven ears that stick out of her blonde hair. A mark on her
forehead signifies her divine powers as the Goddess of Angels; this mark is shaped like a six-point star
inside a circle with a five-point star in a circle on top:

Ange�s attire includes a white shirt and white cargo pants. Her shirt is usually long sleeved and has slits
all along the sleeves. Her pants are cargo pants and have slits going halfway up the pant legs. She
wears a necklace with a pearl set in silver and earrings with a pearl set in silver on her earlobes and a
silver chain hanging down with a small topaz set in silver. She wears two gold bracelets on her left arm
and a ring of silver feathers on her right hand, ring finger.
Ange is one of those characters who are pure good, trying to love everyone around them. Currently, she
is working to prevent Nero�s conquer of the universe. If he succeeds (which he has^_^), then the world
will become a demon paradise. Ange will not stand for her pride creation (the planet) to be used in this,
and she is prepared to give her life to stop it. She�s possessive, humble, and all together a character
which I wish I hadn�t created. She�s not egotistic, she has no evil in her, and she hates blood shed. She
has patients, but when that runs out, her temper is lethal (which, in my opinion, is the only good part
about her T_T).



3 - Character Description: Firetamer

Character: Firetamer
Age: 18

Description:

At first glance, Firetamer looks innocent and tame; but, really, she is the exact opposite.
Firetamer is a female young adult Selma (four-winged elves). Her hair is short and the color of the fire
she controls. Her eyes glow red with an untamed nature. Firetamer has two large black and red feather
wings set in her back, along with two smaller ones on her forehead. She is the daughter of the Fire
Elemental (Lesser Goddess), Fira, and Psy, a Selma thief. She has three animal companions: Reso, a
giant two-tailed fox, Pyro, a phoenix, and Stif, a shadow mastiff (large dark blue hound).
Psy has recently made Firetamer angry, and she is no longer with her father or mother. Firetamer has
run away, and, currently, no one knows to where. All we know is that Firetamer is in a very bad mood
and the best thing is to stay away.
Firetamer does not hold grudges, but this time, she needs her space. Pyro, Reso, and Stif are with her
and are trying to calm her down.
Fira, on the other hand, is actually out looking for her. However, if she is caught, Fira will be in even
larger danger.
For you see, what happened to Firetamer may be unknown to the reader, but she is now working for
Nero. Nero is not bossy like Psy, or protective like Fira. Nero allows her freedom when she chooses.
Firetamer roams the hills of Nero�s new empire, with her friends by her side.
Firetamer may have tamed the flame, but she is wild at heart. She is a tomboy and never really does
anything she is told. Her normal attire is a plain black tee shirt, net shirt underneath going all the way to
the wrists, and jeans. Hating anything to do with fashion, she stays away from those who show too much
skin.
To her, the skies are always crying. �The world is full of sorrow,� she believes, �and the skies share our
sorrow. The flame I control is nothing more than a tool of spreading misery. And in doing this, I become
a tool of misery and sorrow.� She always smiles at this point. �And that is what I do best, and I love
watching others suffer. Suffering is what this world is built upon. If suffering were to cease, the world as
we know it would cease.�
So, she spreads sorrow and misery. Wherever she goes, chaos always follows. She is wild and
untamed, ever moving, always walking.
She is like Nero in some ways, but she is not pure evil. She has some good left in her, but Nero is
squeezing her dry. Soon, she will be as evil as any demon, as any human, elf, or creature.



4 - Character Description: Lian

Character: Lian, Leader of the Fox Demon Clan
Age: Unknown, believed to be over 4,000 Earth years

Description:

The leader of the fox demon clan, Lian is notorious for being a womanizer and a lecher, for both
genders. Believed to have over eight hundred children, Lian has a reputation for kidnapping and
fraternizing with any pretty young man or woman. He has been known to go after young men more often
than young women.
Lian can change his appearance at will, though most times he takes on the appearance of two people.
The first appearance is a young man with silver eyes and hair. In this appearance, Lian has the ears and
tail of a white or silver fox. His hair is quite long in this form and his side locks are normally in a braid.
This form is most common for regions who have demons walking around in broad daylight.
The second appearance is most notable when Lian doesn�t wish to be noticed unless you�re looking for
him. In this appearance, again, he is a young man with silver eyes. However, in this form, he has long
blonde hair, normally in a ponytail at the nape of his neck. His ears can be changed from pointed (like
and elf�s) or rounded (like a human�s). Also, there is no tail in this form.
Though these are his most common forms, Lian has been known to surprise everyone by taking a shape
many don�t consider: his animal link, a fox. As well as the fox, he takes any form he deems suitable to
the situation.
His love life, though abundant, mostly revolves around a Raven Demon, known as the Leader of Raven
Demon Clan, named Raven (redundant, isn�t it?). Raven is unique in the way that, though he acts as if
he despises Lian and his �lack� of intelligence, Raven is normally the first to defend Lian in a life or death
situation. This demon is believed to be only 1,000 years of age, Earth time. It is unknown when or how
Lian and Raven met, however, it is believed to be around 1453 A.D., Earth time.



5 - Character Description: Raven

Character: Raven, Leader of the Raven Demon Clan
Age: Believed to be 1,000 years of age, Earth time

Description:

Young in demonic years, Raven is the leader of the Raven Demon clan. Though there are multiple
clans, the Raven Demons follow one overall ruler, Raven. He is young in his leadership, but not in
parenthood. Raven is one of the only people, mortal or immortal, to stay with Lian for most of their lives.
Raven has birthed many of Lian�s brood, numbering to 300. Airal, Lian�s eldest, is not one of Raven�s,
however. Airal�s bearer is unknown.
Raven takes on the likeness of a young man in his middle twenties. He has long black hair and square,
thin glasses, mostly for looks. His clothing is normally loose and with the times, a great contrast to Lian
who prefers traditional Japanese or tradition Chinese dress. His black hair matches his black eyes.
Though Raven can change his appearance, he can make wings form from his shirt. His ears are pointed
as an elf or a demon. He can transform into a black raven, its size determined from his age or on a
whim.
This demon is sarcastic and takes every chance to lower someone�s self-esteem. Raven takes especial
pleasure in teasing Lian and his concubines. Raven is known to be a sadist and a masochist, perfect for
Lian (a sadist). It is believed that Lian has lowered his sexual activity with others after he and Raven
met.
Again, it is not known how the two demons met.



6 - Character Description: Airal

Character: Airal, Son of Lian and Unknown entity
Age: Believed to be 1,000 Earth years

Description:

A son of the fox clan, Airal is a master swordsman and archer. He runs a dojo in Japan, helping others
to train their minds and bodies. He has never had a love relationship with another being, man or woman.
In matters of love, Airal drowns.

It is believed he is a mix of fox and wolf demon blood; however, this has not been confirmed. Airal is a
violent demon, nonetheless, and should not be underestimated. The only thing he truly struggles with is
calming his emotions.

Airal�s hair is a silver-grey and half-way down his back. He displays his fox/wolf ears openly, as well as
his tail. Both his ears and tail are the same color as his hair. Airal has two marks on his body: one on his
right cheek and the other on his left shoulder. The one on cheek is shaped as a scythe�s blade, pointing
down. The one on his shoulder is a difficult mark to describe. It looks like curved lines mixed together
with spots of black here and there. The mark is small and can be hidden easily. However, Airal prefers
not to.

His preferred clothing is a tight shirt that gives him room to swing his sword. Unlike his father, Airal does
not like having his hair so long that he�ll trip over it. During weapon�s practice, Airal ties back his hair and
keeps it out of his eyes.

Airal is searching for clues to his mysterious bearer, as his sire, Lian, will not tell him. Also, at times,
Airal doubts that he is truly Lian�s son.



7 - Character Description: Mosael

Character: Mosael, Son of Diesel and Raven
Age: 14

Description:

Though young, Mosael is just as dangerous as his sire and bearer. With a vampire as his sire and a
raven demon as his bearer, Mosael is dangerous mix of venom, bloodlust, and a frightening intelligence.

It can often be said that Mosael is more intelligent than his either of his parents, however this has not
been proven.

Unlike his bearer, Mosael is unable to hide his wings. He is immune to sunlight, though he still get urges
for blood. Mosael has medium-length black and green hair. His eyes glow a ghastly green and he has
markings on his eyes, just as his sire. His clothing is sparse, normally preferring to wear only black
leather pants and an arm warmer of some kind. He wears a mask over his mouth because his vampiric
fangs are very obvious. His right ear is pierced in four places; both his ears are pointed like an elf�s.

Mosael is very strong, stronger than his both his parents, and has a battle lust that rivals even the most
battle hungry warriors. Mosael is the heir to the Raven Clan, as his bearer is the Leader of the Raven
Clan. However, it is believed that the Raven Clan do not particularly like Mosael because of his heritage.
Also, it is believed that Mosael himself does not want the position of power.

***Diesel is property of Gardian_of_the_shadow_relm!!!***



8 - Character Description: Vex

Character: Vex, Son of Lian and Craven
Age: 14

Description:

Son of a childish demon, Vex is no different. This child enjoys annoying anyone and everyone around
him. He takes particular delight in dropping things full of paint or other liquids on top of unfortunate
people who just happen by.

Vex takes the likeness of his sire, Lian, and gives it a different look. He has the ears and tail of the fox,
though he cannot hide them. However, instead of having Lian�s white/silver coloring, Vex�s ears and tail
have red at the tips. His hair is the same. He likes to match his coloring with his clothes by wearing red
wherever he can. His eyes glow red more often than not.

Well named, Vex finds many, original ways to annoy the crap out of everyone. His latest way was putting
black paint in his father�s shampoo. He, of course, claimed credit for it. Lian was not happy, to say the
least. Craven found it quite funny, however. Vex is quite smart and shows it in the worst way possible:
tricks and pranks. He prefers not use someone else�s idea when playing a prank on someone, coming
up with his own way to do something. If you searched his mind, you�d find nothing but complex plots and
convoluted pranks. Each and every prank has some way to modify it at a moments notice.

Pranks, however, are not his only hobby. Vex is very good with a computer; put up a firewall, he�ll nock it
down. He�s found his way into the most complex security systems the world has to offer. He doesn�t do
any damage or steal information; all he likes to do is simply get through security and get out. Vex enjoys
the thrill of a challenge. He does not, however, enjoy battle like his sire. He prefers to avoid fighting with
anything but wit.

***Craven is property of Gardian_of_the_shadow_relm!!!***
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